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Managing your shipping bills can be a cumbersome and time-cosuming task, especially if you are dealing with multiple shipments 
of cargo heading to different destinations. But with MyFinance, our web-based finance management tool, bill management is now 
easier and more convenient than ever before.

With MyFinance, you can manage your transactions from anywhere and at any time. You don't have to worry about visiting physical payment 
centers or mailing checks. All you need is a computer or smartphone and an internet connection. Whether you’re paying o� an invoice, receiving 
a refund, or settling a dispute, get it all sorted in just a few easy clicks. Get a consolidated view of your payment history, due dates, and payment 
amounts, and set reminders to notify you when bills are due.

Get started with MyFinance today and access information like your account balance, upcoming payments, outstanding invoices, 
payment status reports and more, without so much as switching your screen. Visit MyFinance | Online Payment Solutions | Maersk 
to experience the convenience of digital transactions with the security of a bank vault, and make business decisions faster. 

Money matters made simple

Get even more from MyFinance

With more than 20 intelligent features, MyFinance lets you experience fund 
transfers five times faster with complete transparency and security.

View and download 
invoices
View charges in one click, 
download multiple invoices 
as PDFs or export them as 
Microsoft Excel files. them 
as Microsoft Excel files.

Agent access
You can grant controlled access 
to third-party agents so they can 
make payments, download 
invoices, and raise approval 
requests on your behalf..

Easy online payments
Leave cheques and cash aside. 
Make hassle-free online 
payments on the go.

Dispute management
Log disputes and track them 
as they get resolved faster 
than before.

Experience the convenience of digital payment in a few easy clicks

MyFinance tool 
  on Maersk.com

Check your balance
No more calls or queues. View 
your balance within seconds, 
right on the dashboard.

Protected under PCI DSS 
compliance
All card payments through 
MyFinance are PCI DSS 
compliant to ensure secure 
transactions.

Easy search
Search through single or 
multiple invoices or B/L 
numbers to find the exact 
invoice or payment receipt.

Instant submission of 
proof of payment
You can submit proof of 
payment directly on 
MyFinance to initiate cargo 
releases faster.


